Reduction and fragmentation of elastic fibers in the skin of obese mice is associated with altered mRNA expression levels of fibrillin-1 and neprilysin.
Our previous research suggested that obesity induces structural fragility in the skin. Elastic fibers impart strength and elasticity. In this study, we determined whether elastic fibers decrease in the skin of obese mice. To confirm alterations in elastic fiber content due to obesity, we used spontaneously obese model mice (TSOD) and control mice (TSNO). Furthermore, to evaluate the elastin structure and gene expression dependent on the severity of obesity, an obesity-enhanced mouse model was developed by feeding a high fat diet to TSOD (TSOD-HF). Back skin samples were stained with hematoxylin and eosin and Elastica van Gieson for microscopic examination, and the samples were stained for immunohistochemical analysis of neprilysin. Gene expression levels were determined using a real-time PCR system. The abundance of elastic fibers beneath the epidermis was remarkably reduced and fragmented in TSOD as compared with TSNO. Fibrillin-1 mRNA levels in TSOD were significantly suppressed compared with those in TSNO, whereas neprilysin mRNA levels and immunohistochemical expression in TSOD were significantly increased, as compared with those in TSNO. The reduction of elastic fibers was enhanced and the expression levels of elastic fiber formed factors were significantly suppressed in TSOD-HF, as compared with those in the TSOD. The abundance of elastic fibers was reduced and fragmented in obesity, suggesting that the reduction in elastic fibers is initially caused by increased neprilysin and decreased fibrillin-1 expression, which may inhibit formation and stabilization of elastic fibers, resulting in skin fragility in obesity.